The vacuum expectation value of the S-matrix is represented, following HORI, as a functional integral and separated according to 5Vac = exp( -i W) f D (p exp( -i / dxLw). Now, the functional integral involves only the part Lw of the Lagrangian without derivatives and can be easily calculated in lattice space. We propose a graphical scheme which formalizes the action of the operator r = / dx dy <5(x -y) (ö/do(y)) Qj(^/«5o(x)) . The scheme is worked out in some detail for the calculation of the two-point-function of neutral BOSE fields with the self-interaction / (p M for even M. A method is proposed which under certain convergence assumptions should yield in a finite number of steps the lowest mass eigenvalues and the related matrix elements. The method exhibits characteristic differences between renormalizable and nonrenormalizable theories.
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The aim of this -paper is to present an approximation method for the practical calculation of the 2-point-function of a quantum system which is defined by its Lagrangian. The method should work especially well for strong interactions (or strong nonlinearities) and should be LORENTZ invariant. We started from HORI'S method
The main idea of HORI is the following: The 2-point-function can be represented formally as (1)
Svac= (T exp[if dx Lw
5vac can be written in the form of a functional integral
where cp is the classical field quantity of the system. The integral (2) could be evaluated in lattice-space if L would not contain derivatives of q). Therefore, HORI proposes the decomposition 5vac = e-^.Q (3) with Q= f D<pexp(iJ dxLJ (4) where Lw is the part of L without derivatives, so Q can be calculated in lattice-space. The operator W stems from the difference of L and L" . If we have 2a
In order to calculate Svac from (3), (4) and (5) in practice one of us proposed 3 to expand Svac and Q into VoLTERRA-series with respect to the external source:
with 4
en{xx...xn) =o(Xi) ...o(x").
We then have 5
where
The main difficulty in evaluating (8) was (see 3 ) that one must sum the whole infinite series (8) to get a two-point-function which is different from zero for xx =£= x2 . The aim of this article is to show how to extract some interesting information concerning the two-point-function from the knowledge of a (properly chosen) finite number of terms from (8). In order to develop the formalism we shall discuss, as a model case, systems with the Lagrangian
where / is a (real) parameter and M is some positive even integer. The variable x may be a vector in either MiNKowsKi-space or in another space of less than four dimensions. For example, we shall find it interesting to discuss also the special case 6 in which x represents simply the ordinary time t.
The (^"-Functions
The functions cpn are defined by the integrals 6 In this case we have, of course, Ö 3 2 /dt' 2 and our model is no longer a field theory but simply quantum mechanics. 7 The constant (f0 is without interest; it appears in all Tn and therefore cancels in y. 8 By setting /0 = 0 we have put <J50 = 1 (cf. 7 ). 9 We remark that for even M all odd derivatives of / vanish at the point £> = 0 (see Appendix A). This simplifies conExpression (12) is valid in lattice space. For practical calculations one needs, however, the «^"-functions in continuous z-space. In order to find them, it proves useful to observe that the functional Q, simply because Lw in (4) does not contain derivatives, always must have the form 
Similar formulae hold for higher n 9 . (For proof see Appendix A.) In (14 a) we have to add at the indicated places all permutations of the four variables xx . . . x4 , thus allowing for the coincidence of different points. The cpn are essentially products of 6-functions. This demands some caution in the evaluation of formulae like (8) in which these <5-functions should be differentiated and then integrated. We have, therefore, controlled all important steps of the calculation by taking the limit of difference quotients. We found the results in agreement with the formal approach of considering the cpn as differentiate functions. Difficulties appear only if we have to do with products of ^-functions of the same arguments. In all such cases we used the lattice-space-representation of the (5-function, because our functions result from the limiting process "lattice space ->• continuous a>space" 10 .
siderably the formulae; we shall exploit this fact in the following considerations 10 In ref. 3 it was stressed that products of ^-functions are inherently ambiguous. This ambiguity is here lifted by the restriction to the particular representation of all (5-funotions in lattice space.
Graphical Representation and Evaluation of the Two-Point-Function
The insertion of the (pn into the series (8) for 7\> yields so many terms that a graphical representation proves very useful for classification and calculation of the various contributions. We introduce the graph scheme by treating as an example the function 6 (Xl -x3) 6 (x4 -x5) 6 (x6 -x7)... 6 (xn -x2) contributing to (p" . From (8) we see that we have to calculate
Using the well-known properties of the derivatives of ^-functions (15) becomes n-2
(15 a)
To get the graphical representation of (15) To illustrate the prescription further, we compile in Figs. 2 -4 all terms of T2 which arise from cp2, ffi and ry?6 .
f" 6 (12) Fig. 2 . Contribution from (p., to T2 .
Contributions from <f4 to To. (13) (5(35) 6(56) 6(64) 6(42). 3) We have omitted here all graphs which consist of two or more disconnected parts. It can be shown (see Appendix B) that they are vacuum terms which cancel with similar contributions from 7"0 [eq. (8) Another important aspect of our graphical representation is that we can state a rule for the generation of all terms which contribute to T2 from a given (pn (for large n there are very many terms, so such a rule is of great value) : Draw first the graph with the highest derivative possible for the given n n . (The graphs Figs. 1 c, 2, 3 a, 4 a e. g., are of this type.)
Then you can generate all further graphs belonging to the same n by "folding" that basic graph to fuse points in all possible ways. Fig. 6 demonstrates the procedure for the case n = 6 12 (Fig. 4) .
Fin. 6. Construction of the graphs Fig. 4 by fusion of points.
A closer inspection of the contributions to T2 shows that they differ in their origin (characterized by the index n of cpn) and that they lead to different powers A; of CHI operating on ^(12) 13 . Therefore, it proves useful to arrange the various contributions to T2 into a scheme scetched in Fig. 7 . Only at the places marked by crosses we have contributions (of course, the figure must be continued to infinity). We remark that all "basic graphs" appear on the diagonal k = in -2)/2. It must be noted, however, that there exist "splitting" graphs which contribute to more than one point of the scheme Fig. 7 (e. g. graphs containing the elements Fig. 5 a, b) . They must be treated by expanding the involved powers of derivatives of ^-functions into a sum of simple derivatives. Fig. 7 . Arrangement of the contributions (crosses) to T2 according to order n of graph and power k in result 6(12). Fig. 7 is most important for the discussion of the dependence of the diverse contributions to T2 11 We shall call graphs of this type "basic graphs". 12 It is. however, not allowed to cut the graph (otherwise one would get vacuum graphs, see Appendix B), and free ends must stay free. 13 The I in constants like <5(0) is of course not to be counted as contribution to k. on the lattice-constant e which appears in the functional integrals and expressions like (ZD ^(0). It can be proved (see Appendix D) that to each point of Fig. 7 there belongs a quite definite power of f. Fig. 10 shows an example. We see that the e-power depends on the interaction exponent M [see eq. (9)] and on the number TV of dimensions we consider. Fig. 10 leads to interesting consequences to be discussed in the next paragraph.
Properties and Consequences of Our Representation of T2
It is now clear that we arrive at a representation of T2 in the form 
T2 (z) = I dp exp {i p r x, } T2 (p).
The result is T2 (p) --2 a* (p 2 ) * ,
That is, we have got an expansion of the FOURIER transform of the two-point-function into powers of At this point it is quite natural to look at the wellknown case M = 2 (where we do not have any interaction, and the exact TVfunction is of course T2(p) = const/ (p 2 -/)). It turns out that the sum of the "basic graphs" (which always form the diagonal in Figs. 7 or 10) gives exactly this result. All other contributions to the vanish for M = 2 as they are all proportional to some f0 tv) with v>2 and these derivatives are zero because f(o) here simply has the form /({?)= ^2/4 / .
In all other cases we have non-zero contributions throughout Fig. 7 . Now, the sign of
14 Having calculated all ambiguous products of 6-functions in lattice space we are now free to use any representation of the remaining linear expression (17) in ^-functions. The FOURIER representation seems most suitable.
cisive for the behaviour of the solutions. We have to consider the three cases
M^2N/(N-2) (18)
which can be identified by standard method as those of supernormalizable, renormalizable, and non-renormalizable theory respectively (degree of divergence decreasing, constant, and increasing respectively with rising number of vertices in perturbation theory).
In case of super-renormalizability there exists, as in Fig. 10 . a straight line A which separates those contributions to T2 which are proportional to a positive power of £ from those with a negative one. The terms on A itself are independent of £. Each a/,. of (17) then appears as an infinite series of the form:
Our interest lies in the value aÄ.(0) which could be determined in principle by analytic continuation of the function ak(e) defined by the series (19) in its region of convergence. We make no attempt to tadele the convergence problem. But if (19) converges for all non-zero £ then it must be possible to compute a^. (f) for different values of £ from a finite number of terms, and then to extrapolate to MO).
Using the approximate values of aÄ(0) calculated in this way for several k, it is not too difficult to extract some information about T2(p), even if one is restricted in practice to rather small k.
We assume the existence of the LEHMANN-KÄLLEN spectral representation and find 16 15 H. LEHMANN, NUOVO Cim. 11, 342 [1954] .
0
Our aA. can thus be recognized as moments of the spectral function. Assuming a non-degenerate, discrete mass-(resp. for N= \ energy-) spectrum we can determine from the spectral moments ak the lowest eigenvalues and the corresponding matrix elements. For, we must only take k sufficiently large to suppress the second lowest eigenvalue in order to determine x0 2 from
A--oc <*A-+ 1 ^
If a fair number of the aA. is known with sufficient accuracy it is not difficult to go on with the determination of subsequent eigenvalues x 2 .
In the case of a theory on the verge of renormali-
the f-power remains constant and positive throughout each vertical of Fig. 7 . The immediate consequence is that T2 vanishes in the limit e -> 0 , leading to the statement that the S-matrix is unity (other Tv show similar behaviour as can be seen by generalization of the argument in Appendix D). In order to avoid that result one could combine the £-power of each vertical with the (p 2 ) to get 
Then it turns out that all eigenvalues can be renormalized with the same constant e(2-M)IM (25) such that this constant is only an (unobservable) scale factor.
In the case of non-renormalizable theories, the f-powers in Fig. 7 remain positiv but can no more be united with the (p 2 ). Then each eigenvalue is to be renormalized by another constant such that the spectrum becomes essentially £-dependent.
It seems to demand only minor alterations to treat the case of a general p-point-funotion. We would like to postpone that generalization as well as numerical calculations until we have incorporated the much more interesting case of FERMI fields. We hope to return to the subject later. 
Explicit evaluation of (A 3) leads just to the above (14) mentioned and used structure of the <pw-functions as sums of products of ^-functions with derivatives of / at the point o = 0 as factors. For practical calculations we need further the explicit relationship between the Mk from eqs. (11) and (12) 
Comparing this with
/((?)= Z fr/ (v) (°) we arrive at
That means, e. g. for v = l: ef0 n) =M1, and for r = 2: £/0( 2 ) =M,-M1 2 .
Appendix B

Vacuum effects and T0
If one collects all terms in the expansion (8) one finds that each of the graphs discussed above is only the simplest one of an infinite series. The first term of this series is represented by a graph without completely separated parts. All other terms correspond to disconnected graphs. Symbolically we can write (Fig. 8) T 2 zT 2 C) ( > 0 
where ) contains no disconnected graphs. It is clear that all the contributions in the bracket are simply vacuum effects as they are without any free ends. Now we remark that T0 from (8) has the structure
This can be written symbolically in the form (Fig. 9) To --<f>0 (1 * 0 + I -I ) (B2) Fig. 9 . Equ. B 2.
It follows that -apart from a factor -T^ is exactly the same series as that multiplying Therefore, we can cancel not only but all disconnected graphs; they do not contribute to the two point function
Appendix C
Weight factors
To determine the weight of a particular «-th order graph we imagine each of its n/2 -l lines endowed with direction and individuality. Then we have to count all turnings and permutations of the lines which result in new realizations of the given graph.
The weight is given as
Here (n -2) !! =2 n / 2-1 (re/2 -1) ! is the weight of the corresponding basic graph. It arises from the 2"' 2-1 turnings and the {n/2 -1) ! permutations of the nj2 -1 single lines. The factor 2 -s in (C 1) accounts for s symmetric loops. A loop is defined as a structure connected to only one point of the residual graph. A symmetric loop can be run without change in either of two directions thus halving the possibilities of new cases.
The factor 11 p,\ arises from the permutations of lines within each p-fold bound.
The factor 11 gi\ takes account of gi identical loops connected to the same point.
The right combination of /Q )-factors for a given graph is easily found by the rule that each A:-fold point (resulting from the fusion of k/2 double-points) yields one /0W.
Appendix D e-dependence
Simple dimensional reasoning is sufficient to determine the distribution of the powers of £ = Av over the scheme Fig. 7 . This is so because we have for theories with the Lagrangian (9) in the limit o -> 0 only three dimension-bearing quantities, namely Q , £, and /. The powers of Q and A are easily determined for each point of Fig. 7 . The abscissa scales already the power k of and from (11), (14) and (A 6) it follows that the index n at the ordinate determines uniquely the A-dependence of all graphs derived from (p":
To find out the f-power of a particular point in Fig. 7 .
We have yet to determine the dimensionalities of the r2-function and of A. To do this, we remember that in our system (fr = c=l) all quantities take the dimension of a power of length I. Of course, the dimensionalities of Q, and e are in ^-dimensional space-time: 
The determination of the f-powers for a general ppoint-function can be accomplished completely analogous. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of f-powers for the two-point-function in the case N = l, M-4. 
